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REAL WEDDINGS

The couple knew from 
the very beginning Adam 
would wear his full kilt 
for the wedding, a classic 
touch honoring his 
Scottish heritage.
Opposite page left: Melanie 
had her eye on a classic, 
vintage-inspired wedding 
fi lled with elegant details. 
The couple’s ballroom 
setting and tall, rose, thistle 
and hydrangea centerpieces 
fi t the theme fl awlessly.
Opposite page right: 
Adam’s family tartan made 
its way into numerous 
design elements, including 
the couple’s invitations and 
Melanie’s bridal bouquet.
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W hen Melanie 
and Adam 
were 
assigned to 

the same table at a training 
session for their new jobs, 
there was no way to predict 
it would end in “I do.” 
The couple, who hit it off 
quickly, dated for three 

years and steadily realized 
they had found their match. 

“There were so many 
little signs along the 
way,” said Melanie. “But 
ultimately it came down to 
the fact that he is my best 
friend and I knew I wanted 
to share all of my best days 
with him.”

Classic CELEBRATION
Melanie & Adam’s 

The groom, who 
grew up in Scotland, 
was on the same page. 
“I began to miss Mel 
more and more when I 
was traveling for work 
or living just a few miles 
away. As our relationship 
progressed I knew I always 
wanted her by my side.”

When Adam 
popped the question on a 
November night, Melanie 
didn’t immediately realize 
what was going on – but 
when he dropped to one 
knee, she started crying. 
After a tearful “yes,” the 
couple started planning 
a fall celebration that 
incorporated ideas and 
details near and dear to 
their hearts.

STYLE:  Vintage elegance  •  SEASON:  Fall  •  FAVORITE DETAIL:  Tartan accents 

PALETTE:  ∞∞∞∞ •  THE VENUE:  Renaissance Blackstone Hotel   •  THE WEATHER:  Cool and rainy
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Left: Adam received his 
kilt when he was 21 and 

wore it and his Argyle 
jacket as traditional 
Scottish wedding 
attire. Groomsmen 
sported bow ties and 
pocket squares in the 
same tartan. 
Right: The couple’s 
ballroom setting 
was a great fit 

for their wedding 
day and provided a 

fitting backdrop to 
traditional details like 

monograms and tartan 
at place settings. STAY TRUE 

When Melanie and Adam set out to plan their 
wedding, they knew the look and feel they were 
going for – but their decision to stay true to their 

personalities was most important.

Left: Melanie’s strapless, sweetheart neckline lace 
dress was unlike any other gown she tried on – and 
she knew right away it was the one. Her fur stole 
was the perfect accessory for the cool fall day.
Below: Shoes with a little sparkle complemented 
the bride’s classic look and added extra shine to 
the ensemble.
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FIRST DANCE
The newlyweds chose Ed 

Sheeran’s “Tenerife Sea” for 
their fi rst dance, putting their 
ballroom dance lessons (a gift 

from Melanie’s parents) to use.

Above: One highlight of the event was 
the couple’s Scotch tasting room. Each 
groomsman brought a di� erent bottle of 
Scotch and guests were invited to sample 
them during cocktail hour.
Left: A multi-tiered cake continued the couple’s 
tartan motif in a classic and elegant fashion.

live band for 
the wedding 
reception1
bottles of 
Scotch 
provided by the 
groomsmen7

bridesmaids 
in fl oor-

length navy 
gowns5

Melanie knew she 
wanted navy bridesmaid 
dresses and selected 
these strapless gowns 
for their satin fabric and 
complementary necklines.
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The couple’s ceremony was simple 
and elegant. They loved fi nding 
a venue where they could hold 
their ceremony, cocktail hour and 
reception all in one place.

CREDITS

THEIR ADVICE 
“Enjoy it! It can get stressful, but 
remember at the end of the day 
everyone who is coming to your 
wedding is there to celebrate the 
two of you. Don’t get too bogged 

down in the details!

Photographer
Jacqui Cole

Location
Renaissance 
Blackstone 

Hotel

Videographer
Jacqui Cole

Event planner
 Jessica Plundo

Coordinator 
Clementine 

Custom Events

Florals
The Flower Firm

Wedding dress
Romona Keveza

Bridal shop
Nordstrom Bridal

Hair & makeup
Diem Angie

Paper goods
Paper Crabb

Catering
Blackstone 

Renaissance

O�  ciant
Pastor Don Wink

Music
Hey Jimmy! 

Welcome bags 
included a mix 
of local snacks 
and travel ideas 
for guests to 
enjoy before 
the event.
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